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Optimise file management for a data-driven world

Meet KxArchiver: The ideal way to manage rising data volumes, condensing 
your data to free up space and enable better performance. It helps ensure 
compliance as sensitive data can easily and quickly be anonymised, so that you 
don’t fall foul of severe GDPR penalties, and helps you constantly optimise your 
data storage and management.

Tailor your data retention
Set your own data retention policies, and easily track and audit any changes, to 
maintain full control of data at all times.

How it works:

Manage large data volumes with ease
Individually delete, move or archive any of your data from the core Kx database, and 
easily manage all your key information.

Self-service solution
Remove the need to contact our support desk for help - it’s easy to back-up and 
safeguard data independently.

Fit data management around operations
Choose your ideal database cleansing routine and data anonymising times so 
that they never interfere with day-to-day work.
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Stay compliant

Meet all your requirements under GDPR, and 
remove personal and financial details from your 

reporting and analysis.

Anonymise and delete in bulk
Anonymise all your Kx data without 

compromising its use in reporting, and save time 
by anonymising or deleting in bulk as required 

- data no longer needing to be kept after seven 
years is automatically deleted

Easy data control

Access all Kx data from one centralised 
applications, and quickly check changes, 

deletions or migrations that may have been 
archived in the past.

Improve system performance
Archiving redundant data can speed up your 

system and boost its overall performance, 
saving time and minimising disruption

Back-up and protect
Organise self-service backups at a time that 
suits you, and use safeguard features that 

ensure that records still in use aren’t anonymised 
or deleted.


